ICT on UQeMarket

IT Strategic Alignment
- Automation
- Standardisation
- Reduced complexity
- Reduced cost

Our IT Principles
- Be agile
- Continuously improve
- Be digitally-integrated
- Reduce complexity

What is ICT on UQeMarket?
ICT UQeMarket is focussed on making commodity ICT products available for purchase through UQ’s eProcurement solution (UQeMarket).

Phase 1
- Existing AV and Desktop/Laptop suppliers transitioned to UQeMarket.
- Solution tested for the ICT context.
- Self-service experience to be developed.

The key deliverables are:
- Quoting through UQeMarket
- Dell punch out
- Self-service catalogues

Phase 2
- AV
- Desktops / Laptops

Benefits include:
- Self-service purchases
- Quick quotes
- Shorter turnaround time
- Standard models
- Collective buying power
- Improved reporting
- Better spend analysis

To date we have:
- Engaged with 10 key suppliers
- On-boarded 7 suppliers to UQeMarket
- Implemented AV catalogues and quoting workflow
- Developed 18 generic Desktop/Laptop specs for common work demands
- Finalised Desktop/Laptop model offerings and pricing with suppliers
- Conducted an ITO seeking a preferred software supplier
- Agreed terms of sale with Desktop/Laptop suppliers
- Analyzed use of the IT Commodity Workflow

Phase 3
- Software
- Self-Service

Where are we at:
- AV catalogues are live
- UQAV internal store live
- Desktop/Laptop catalogues are live
- Negotiating Software Lifecycle Management Services
- Piloting Desktop/Laptop orders through UQeMarket with Medicine
- Developing generic printer specs
- Familiarising UQ IT staff with providing quotes through UQeMarket

Phase 4
- Mobiles
- Printers

Next steps:
- Agree terms with software reseller
- Finalise Printer catalogues
- Develop Mobiles requirement
- Prepare UQ community for transition to UQeMarket for Desktop/Laptop purchasing
- Business Units to review IT Commodity Approvers

Where are we at:
- AV catalogs are live
- UQAV internal store live
- Desktop/Laptop catalogs are live
- Negotiating Software Lifecycle Management Services
- Piloting Desktop/Laptop orders through UQeMarket with Medicine
- Developing generic printer specs
- Familiarising UQ IT staff with providing quotes through UQeMarket

Phase 1
- AV
- Desktops / Laptops

2017

Phase 2
- Software
- Self-Service

2018

Phase 3
- Mobiles
- Printers

Phase 4
- Market Testing
- Preferred Suppliers
- Other ICT products
Get UQeMarket Ready

Have you seen UQeMarket?
www.fbs.uq.edu.au/ugemarket

Do the generic specs meet your needs?
its.uq.edu.au/purchasing

Do your staff know your IT purchasing policy?

Further Information
its.uq.edu.au/purchasing

Questions or Feedback
itcategorymanagement@uq.edu.au

Are your staff familiar with their UniFi codes?

Who should be your commodity approvers?

Do you know how to share a basket?